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Antonia Franceschi might
never have learned how to fly,
but after her early days in
‘Fame’ she’s found
contentment in Camden,
discovers Lyndsey Winship 

Freshly potted plants bloom on the
deck of Antonia Franceschi’s pretty
house in a hidden nook behind
Mornington Crescent and the sun
streams in to her dance studio. On the
walls, her son’s paintings are proudly
pinned up, alongside photographs
from Franceschi’s dancing career with
New York City Ballet and British
choreographers like Wayne McGregor
and Mark Baldwin. Some will know
her as Hilary, the rich kid ballerina in
the film ‘Fame’, but that privileged
character, and this idyllic London
scene, couldn't be further away from
Franceschi’s own upbringing. 

Franceschi’s parents divorced when
she was eight, and she moved from the
suburbs of middle America to seedy
’70s Manhattan. Her mum couldn’t
cope and Franceschi was left to her
own devices. ‘It was fantastic, but it
was also really wild,’ she says. ‘Wild’
as in gangs, violence and a lot of
unwanted attention for naive young
girls. ‘As a young girl walking around
you were basically bait,’ she says,
retelling a story about being offered

ten dollars to touch someone’s ‘bit’.
‘You had to deal with that. I sharpened
up.’ She joined a gang for protection
and indulged in all the drink, drugs
and everything else that went with it. 

It could have been a fast-track to
disaster, but what she didn’t tell
anyone was that three times a week
she escaped the chaos and went to
ballet class. ‘That was my saviour,’
she says. ‘I was lucky enough to get
this wonderful ballet teacher,
Margaret Craske. I found out later she
was a Buddhist, and when you were in
that class it was all about how to
respect each other, respect yourself
and work really hard. It was the
calmest atmosphere.

‘The honest truth is, I was good at it.
If you’re good at something, especially
if dad’s not around and mom’s
whatever, some positive attention is
amazing. It felt really good.’ And she
was good at it. By the age of 11 she was
making money from theatre work. She
forged her birth certificate to get her
first film job on ‘Grease’ at 16. Two
years later, she was cast in ‘Fame’, and
got to recreate on film New York’s
famous High School of the Performing
Arts where she herself had studied.

Was the school really like that, all
those precocious kids desperate for
fame? ‘Desperate,’ she nods, wide-
eyed. And the dancing on cafeteria
tables? ‘Yes! The whole of the ground
floor was open plan and people would

bring in boomboxes and everyone
would dance,’ she laughs.

It was fun, but Franceschi wasn’t in
it to be a movie star. She was a serious
ballet dancer and New York City Ballet
was the dream. NYCB’s legendary
founder, George Balanchine, was still
in charge, and he handpicked new
members. ‘Mr B would come into the
ballet school with his rehearsal
director for five or ten minutes and
watch, and then he’d leave. And that
was it.’ It was long enough for him to
spot Franceschi, and she went on to
have a successful career, with
Balanchine and choreographers like
Jerome Robbins and Lar Lubovitch
creating work on her. 

The transatlantic move came in
1995. She fell in love and followed her
new partner to London, a city she has
fallen in love with too. Now 48,
Franceschi has the looks, energy and
cadence of someone 20 years younger.
London life obviously agrees with her,
and she combines performing with
creating her own work, teaching and a
life of happy domesticity in NW1.

She’s been working with Ballet
Black, who are performing her piece
‘Kinderszenen’ at the Hackney Empire
on Thursday. And then there’s the
brand new project ‘Pop8’, which
Franceschi has conceived for a tiny 50-
seater pub theatre in Kentish Town – a
long way from curtain calls at the
Lincoln Center. The piece combines
dance, film by Tal Rosner (who does
the opening credits for ‘Skins’),
voiceover and live music from cellist
Zoe Martlew.

The idea of working in her local
neighbourhood was what really
appealed. Her son goes to the Talacre
sports centre nearby where Franceschi
has volunteered to coach the
gymnastics team. ‘It’s a wonderful
sports centre,’ she enthuses. ‘It’s not
about money, it’s all based on talent. I
thought, this is exactly where I come
from.’ And if you ever needed proof
that it’s not about money, and all about
talent, Franceschi is it. 
Pop8 is at the Lion & Unicorn Theatre,
July 21-31. (0844 477 1000).
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London calling Antonia Franceschi rehearsing for ‘Pop8’, and in ‘Fame’ (inset)

‘As a young girl
walking around you
were basically bait. 
I had to sharpen up’
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Belly dancer Hannah
Mi has danced all
around the
world, but calls
London home.
You can see
her on the
dance stage at
Holloway Arts
Festival’s Big Day Out in 
Whittington Park on Saturday.

How did you get the dancing bug?
‘In Tokyo, when I moved there in my
early twenties. Japan has a great
underground belly dance scene.’

What styles of dance do you do?
‘I am most known for Tribal Fusion belly
dance style – the traditional and
experimental blended together with
some crazy neo-electronic Middle
Eastern beats and heavy costuming.’

What’s so great about belly dancing?
‘Belly dancing is the oldest dance in 
the world, handed down from woman 
to woman through the centuries as 
both entertainment and medicine for
the soul.’

How does dancing make you feel?
‘It makes me slip into a trance. 
It makes me blissfully happy, strong 
and confident.’

What do your feet look like?
‘Usually pretty dirty! I have calluses
where I monkey-grip the floor.’

What kind of reaction do you think
you'll get at the Big Day Out?
‘The women will watch and the men will
scurry off a little intimidated. Except the
men with tattoos and piercings, they
usually stay.’

How does the British attitude to
dancing compare with the Middle
Eastern one?
‘It is entirely different. Most British
people still have the idea that belly
dance is a slightly risqué dance form;
they don’t quite perceive the artistry in
the way a Middle Eastern audience
does. We’re working on that.’

Why live and work in London?
‘Belly dance is in a transformative
stage in London and I love being a part
of this change and watching it grow.’

Where’s your favourite London
dancefloor?
‘Shunt – for the madness that goes on
amongst the crowd.’

Jive talk 
Hannah Mi
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